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This study fills a gap in the literature on alternative financial services (AFS) by focusing on the 
choice consumers make between using check-cashing services and mainstream checking 
accounts. This analysis can guide regulators in their quest to enact effective reforms. No prior 
work has used data from individuals' transactions to examine (i) how consumers respond to 
check-cashing fees or (ii) why many households with access to traditional checking accounts 
nevertheless choose to pay high check-cashing fees instead of depositing their checks and then 
withdrawing funds later at no additional charge. As the answers to these two questions lie at the 
heart of AFS regulations, evaluating micro-level transaction data can provide insights for 
policymakers beyond what can be learned from surveys. 
 
We draw on a five-and-a-half years of transaction data from Spring Bank, a bank with 
headquarters in the South Bronx, N.Y., that offers both mainstream checking accounts and the 
alternative financial service of check cashing. These data provide a unique opportunity to study 
the choice between AFS and mainstream banking because the vast majority of banks do not offer 
AFS, and AFS providers do not offer mainstream products.  Because Spring Bank offers both 
types of services, we can isolate the effects of check-cashing fees and check-hold times from 
other factors that may lead marginal consumers to favor AFS over traditional bank accounts, 
such as differences in locations, hours, staff, and culture; trust in the banking system; awareness 
of fees; or anticompetitive practices among providers (Schneider & Longjohn 2014, Burhouse et 
al. 2014).  
 
Background 
New York State regulates check-cashiers in two primary ways. First, the state sets a maximum 
price cap. This cap currently equals 2.01% of a check’s face value. This percentage rises with 
inflation so that fees rise faster than inflation. Second, the state regulates locations by barring 
competitors from opening within 0.3 miles of an existing check cashier, ensuring each check 
cashier enjoys a local monopoly. 
 
A key reason to study why households use AFS instead of the traditional banking system is that 
the costs of using AFS tend to be very high relative to mainstream products. For instance, payday 
loans often have implicit APRs exceeding 400%, which is more than ten times greater than the 
rate found on most credit cards (Bertrand & Morse 2011). For check cashing, implicit APRs can 
be even more staggering in some cases more than ten times higher than in payday lending. For 
example, paying 2% of a check's face value to receive cash today rather than depositing the 
check and waiting two days for it to clear through the banking system corresponds to an effective 
APR of 3992%.  
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Check cashing is usually thought of as a transaction product rather than a credit product, though 
payday loans and check cashing share many important features. In payday lending, the consumer 
receives cash today “secured” by a check post-dated by a week or two, while the lender faces the 
risk that the borrower's check does not clear when it is subsequently cashed. In check cashing, 
the consumer receives cash today “secured” by an endorsed check that the check casher then 
deposits in its own business checking account within a day. Once the check clears, the check 
casher is repaid; the check casher faces the risk that the endorsed check fails to clear.  
 
Research Approach 
Spring Bank introduced a large, nonlinear change to its check-cashing fees during our sample 
period, generating variation necessary to credibly measure the impacts of check-cashing prices 
on demand. In March 2012, Spring Bank went from charging 1.75% of face value for check 
cashing, slightly below the state maximum rate charged by its competitors, to charging $1 on 
checks with face value up to $1,000 and 1% on larger checks. Depending on a consumer’s check 
size, this generated large changes in price, which depended on checks’ face value. For instance, 
in February 2012, a $500 check would cost $8.75 to cash at Spring Bank $9.55 at its competitors. 
In March 2012, the cost at Spring Bank fell by 89% to $1. For a $999 check, Spring Bank’s price 
fell by 94%.  Basically, we study how much demand changed as a function of the price change. 
Further, we look at how much lower prices affected the average distance customers were willing 
to travel to gain insight into the relative value consumers place on fees versus distance. This 
price variation solved an important problem for analysts interested in understanding the impact 
of price and location regulation. Without any variation in prices – everyone charges the cap – 
there wasn’t previously a way to understand how much prices affect demand. 
 
 

 
 
Our results offer new insights about the economics of alternative financial services and have 
implications for policymakers. By merging location, price, and transaction data, we show that 



check-cashing fees affect demand nearly two and a half times as much as travel costs (a 1% 
reduction in fees has 2.5 times the effect on demand as a 1% decrease in travel costs). Poor 
consumers are less sensitive to check-cashing prices, likely because they have less discretion 
over how to convert their checks into cash. 
 
As a second contribution, we show that many deposit-account holders at Spring Bank are willing 
to pay fees to accelerate access to their funds, with customers becoming much more likely to 
cash their checks than deposit them when the wait for a check to clear through the banking 
system grows longer: those facing a three-day hold over a weekend are 31.5% more likely to 
cash a check than someone facing a one-day hold during the week. Our estimates imply that the 
average Spring Bank account-holder is willing to pay the equivalent of a 274% effective annual 
percentage rate (APR) for check cashing, and this willingness to pay is even higher among low-
income households. We further show that our main results are robust to specifications that 
account for the potential confound of weekend and holiday effects. Notably, these are the first 
estimates in the literature derived from individual choice data rather than surveys that show how 
accelerating the availability of funds would impact consumers, helping to illuminate the potential 
value and impact of the Federal Reserve's recent initiatives to expedite the federal accounts 
clearing house payment system (Estep 2014, Federal Reserve System 2015). 
 
Findings 
We use our demand estimates to evaluate the welfare implications of two key financial 
regulations. First, New York State restricts both check cashers' fees and locations, so we consider 
the impact of reducing the state's rate cap while simultaneously increasing the area of check 
cashers' local monopolies. Because consumers prefer lower fees to traveling less, such a policy 
would enhance social welfare, as long as check cashers are indifferent between charging higher 
fees in a small territory or lower fees in a larger territory. Their profits could be kept constant. 
  
Our estimates imply that doubling an incumbent's monopoly territory from 0.3 to 0.6 miles while 
reducing the state's rate ceiling from 2.01% to 0.73% would improve consumer welfare by up to 
26.0% under reasonable assumptions about how the new policy would affect the distance an 
average customer travels to an outlet and check-cashiers’ profits being held relatively constant. 
We also assess the potential impacts of alternative, profit-constant reforms combining different 
lower price caps with offsetting increases in territory protections. 
 
In addition, because deposit-account holders become less likely to cash their checks when they 
face a shorter wait to access their funds following a deposit, we argue that the choice to pay 
relatively high AFS fees is driven in large part by the desire for immediate access to cash. The 
estimates imply that changing the maximum check-hold time to one day would reduce the use of 
check cashing by 12.3% for deposit-account holders, while increasing the state rate cap to 3% in 
conjunction with shorter check-hold times would reduce it by 43.0%. 


